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S. I. T. C. IS HOST TO TEACHERS

FIFTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING
OPENS TOMORROW AFTERNOON

SEVERAL NOTED AUTHORS, LECTURERS AND EDUCATORS
WILL APPEAR ON PROGRAM; SOME OF COLLEGE FACULTY WILL ALSO SPEAK
AT SPECIAL SESSIONS

Among the local faculty members who are prominently identified with the meeting of the Southern Division of the Illinois State Teachers' Association were: F. G. Warren, president of the association; W. A. Furr, chairman of the executive committee; and E. W. Cox, organizer of the State Teachers' Association to the Delta of Minnesota. President Harry F. Warren, president of the University of Illinois, Dr. William F. Kellogg, president of the University of Illinois, and Dr. Lyman Bryson, professor of Oriental languages, will present the first address. Following an interval of musical numbers, President White of Millikin will address the meeting.

College Orchestra to Perform

In the evening the college orchestra will perform under the direction of Mr. David E. McEntee, head of the music department. The concert will be followed by an address by Dr. William Durant. At all probability, Dr. Durant will speak on the subject "Progress Real." Some of the other features which have been planned include as much as possible of the laughter which has been very popular with scarlet fever audiences: "Is Democracy a Failure?" "The Ten Greatest Thinkers," and "The American Cradle." 

Mr. Fair to Begin Series of Lectures to Drama Organization

Mr. Robert H. Fair will begin a series of talks on the subject of stage make-up at the meeting of the Drama Club. Each talk will include a discussion of materials and methods used, and the necessity for using stage make-up. The last talk will probably consist of an explanation and demonstration of several common types of makeup. A new series of plays by F. G. Warren and F. G. Warren, Miss Julia Johnson concluded her series of talks on play coaching with a discussion of "What I Did on the Final Night of a Play." It is too late to try to win a prize in the Miss Tavie Pi annual journalism contest.

FACULTY: WILL PERFORM UNDER THE MUSICAL DIRECTORSHIP OF THE PROGRESS OF THE MUSICAL PLAY

CAST INCLUDES FAVORITES OF OTHER OPERAS AND PLAYS

Choosing from the three choral societies, directors of the "All At Sea" have selected the cast. This musical comedy, to be presented on the evening of April 13, includes characters from five Gilbert and Sullivan operas, and thereby their acts are:

Captain Corcoran (Of "I. M. D. Pinero"), Carl Kiefer
Sir Joseph Porter (First Lord of the Admiralty), Marc Green
Ralph Rackstraw (Able Seaman), Stanley Bagley
Midshipman, Durward Wallis
and a Sergeant (Choir of the Pirates of Penzance), Karl Freiglove
Frederick (A Pirate Apprentice), Jesse Harper
Polonius (The Metropolitan Force), Carl Graves
Grosvener (A Poet), Will Adams
Stevenson (An Archaeologist), Halbeck Webb
Lord Chancelor, Ralph Graves
Mikado of Japan, Harold Bailey
Nunu (Lord High Executioner), William Jones
Josephine (Captain Corcoran's Daughter), Ruth Stevenson
Little Buttercup (Cinderella, Fruits and Small Wares), Louise Southall
Patience, Charlotte Fraley
Mabel, Helen Folsom
Phillis (Wabash Valley), Vivian Stewart
Aubrey Land

Y. M. C. A. INSTALLS OFFICERS FOR SPRING TERM LAST NIGHT

At their regular meeting last night the members of the Y. M. C. A. installed their officers for the spring term. These officers, who were elected a week ago tonight, are: Robert Fife, president; Clarence Dodds, vice-president; and Charles Davidson, secretary and treasurer. Replacements were served to celebrate the inauguration of the new officials.

FORENSIC GROUPS TO HAVE ANNUAL SPRING DEBATE ON APRIL 24

Following meetings last Monday of the Illinois and the Forum, members of these organizations have started gathering material for the presentation during the annual spring debates to be held this year on April 24 in the Socrative and Zettie halls. The spring debates, considered to be the highlights of the year for each forensic society, will be on the question: "Resolved, Thaticketing in the Illinois coal fields should be abolished." In the customary procedure, two affirmative and two negative debates will be presented in rapid succession: concurrently one debate held in the Socrative hall, the other in the Zettie. A group of seven persons selected from among the faculty and townspeople, will serve as judges, putting one debate and the second as a possible winner. The group is then determined to the speaker.

In order to avoid any controversy in the selection of the judges, members of the Forum and the Socrative committee of the Forum, who have been asked to serve, will select from five persons at the Forum the members of the panel. Rules for the spring debates are found in the constitution of Forum, the Forum, and other local forensic organization. The society, including only those who have appeared in one of the following organizations, will be on the program: 

OTHER LITERARY SOCIETIES CHOOSE PLAYS FOR SPRING PRODUCTION

"DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY" AND "THE SWAN" ARE SELECTED

Percy Nolan's sophisticated comedy of court life, "The Swan," has been selected by a committee of the Zettie society to present as the spring entertainment of that organization. "The Swan" was first produced in America in 1923, opening with a cast composed of such celebrities as Elia Galani, who played the dual role of Marthe in "The Merry Widow," and Basil Rathbone. The call casts for eight women characters with roles in the play are: Jane Willard, President of Southern Illinois Teachers' College, attempted to produce a play so delightful and easy to play that the directors and actors will be in the best possible position to present the play to the best advantage of the audience. On the program, June 1, the Socrative Society will offer "Death Takes a Holiday." The fantasy, written by Alberto Casella and adapted for the stage by Walter Ferri, has its American premiere at the New York Theatre, New York, about three seasons ago. Since then it has been one of the most popular of professional productions. "Death Takes a Holiday" has been just recently released for amateur production.

The meetings for both plays will be announced at a later date, but in all probability they will be held during the sixth week of the spring term. With the selection of these two plays, the literary organizations are realizing the ambition of producing entertainment that will equal the dramatic attempts of larger colleges and universities. Last spring Socratic society presented "To the Ladies," written by Swimming and Harold A. Ayres.

(Continued on page 6)
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### What? No Pencil Sharpener?" Says Harry Moss, Senior

The unpopularity of knives on the campus is explained by the absence of pencil-sharpeners. Those sharpeners that do exist are in the same shape as most model T Davises--no one can have, let alone sharpen, a knife like one in lead pencils, it's bad on the teeth.

Sincerely, 
HARRY MOSS.

### The Perfume is Coty's Gift to You

You pay only for the face powder in this charming set finished in orange and cream.

This is real beauty news with an irresistible touch of fragrance. You know the exquisite quality of these creations--now you may have them both in this chic presentation.

FOR THE PRICE OF THE FACE POWDER ALONE!

98c CLINE-VICK

### Sigma Phi Mu Is Chosen as Name of Pre-Medical Society

As a meeting held March 29, Sigma Tau Tau changed its name to that of the pre-medical fraternity. Dr. R. A. Scott, sponsor of the fraternity, urged the group to nationalize as soon as possible and Vernon Anderson, president of the society, stated that an attempt should be made to nationalize by the end of the year.

Mr. Anderson appointed a committee to design a pin for the fraternity. The name is to be added to the present number 3 in the design committee will make its report.

### Chemeka Initiates Eight New Members Into Organization

The Chemeka society met in the Chemistry building March 21, for the purpose of initiating some new members into the society. Messrs. A. Arnold, Hicks, Tengler, H. Highkind, Wachtel, and Jeremian were taken into the fraternity.

After announcing the names of Chemeka initiates, the chemistry fraternity members held a banquet at the Van Nest Fair Tea Room. Following a delicious dinner, Secretary Chi Geyer, president; Harold Green, vice president; Robert Jackson, treasurer; Chrestler, Jeremiah, chaplain, and Edwin Stahl, sergeant-at-arms, will hold its annual meeting here.

Unles the individual instructors make different arrangements, the meeting will meet only three times this week.

Selections from The Student Prince, played in chapel Thursday brought the first demand for an encore that the sec meets in some while. Those present, except for the audience, were pleased.

### Found Articles

While it is a comparatively simple matter for the Egyptian to advertise found articles, students have not been notifying the paper of articles they have found which have prints such items free of charge.

Persons who find articles are asked to bring them to the office where the owner may claim them.

### Y. M. C. A. Does Not Disclose Results of Recent Election

Results of the election last night of Y. M. C. A. have not yet been made public. Candidates were: For president, Elmer Wood; for vice president, Lorraine Cox and Louis Davidson; for secretary, Maria Taylor and Grace Boulton; and for treasurer, Maureen Boomer and Betty Jones.

The girls elected will hold office until the beginning of term in March.

### Chi Delts Induct Five Pledgees at Formal Initiation

Chi Delts formally initiated five pledgees into the organization last evening. Those initiated were: Jack Granau, New Athens; Harrison Eaton, Granite City; Bill Graham, Granite City; and James Tanimori, Mt. Carmel.

The informal initiation, closing the evening, was Saturday night.

### Commerce Club Plans Trip to St. Louis

At the meeting of the Commerce Club last Thursday evening the sub committee on arrangements for a trip to St. Louis, planned for mid-spring. Everyone who is interested should apply to Jack Reading or Mr. T. B. Koster.

An accion sale by Elizabeth Anne West, extemporaneous talk, and music, pictures completed the program of the Thursday meeting.

### Junior, Seniors, of U. H. Hold Annual Social Friday

The members of the junior and senior classes of the University High School will meet for their annual social Saturday, March 24. The place for the entertainment was at the home of Mrs. Esmeralda Simeone, who also operators were a "kidd party" several of those present were dressed to suit the occasion. Games were played at the refreshments, were served, and a pleasant time was had by all who attended. Mr. Cary Denman, the senior class sponsor, acted as chairman of the party.

The junior class held a business meeting Wednesday during chapel hour. The purpose of the meeting was to decide upon some definite plans to obtain funds for the annual Junior-Senior banquet. Although the class is smaller than the usual junior classes, these juniors keep on steady diet of delightful things.

Because of the advancement of the senior superintendent, Ann Taylor, to the position of college, the class elected a new president at its next meeting.

### Poetry Club Will Entertain With a Tea This Afternoon

This afternoon at four o'clock the Poetry Club will hold its annual tea. The purpose of the annual function is to provide a social event for the members of the club.

Elaine Brown of the sorority Epsilon Delta will read 7 paper on the life and works of Hilda Doolittle, a modern poet. At the end of the meeting Professor Ely, who also is included in the program, "The Poetry of Edna St. Vincent Millay and Dorothy Parker." Dr. Kellogg read selections from the works of Foster Dane.
Sharps and Flats

Above the loud murmur of the crowd there broke forth the voice of Pat Randle. The time was, Wednesday, a week ago, to the hour. Pat announced that a few selections would be played on the piano, after which a group of people would thereupon gather upon the top of the piano and pledge. Thereupon two blushing follows, without alarums, stood up in the midst of the crowd and sang, as the crowd about them applauded. Then one of the boys greatly apol-
ized for Pat's mistatement, and explained that it was last week for Chi Delta pledge rather a maneuverize. And the murmur of conversation was continued.

What fills the minds of malice
in the spring? Many things: previous
frivolous little which is a sample of what girls thought and wrote in a private correspondence library table. It is quoted word for word. The manuscript is in the possession of the publishers who witnessed whitened at me. O, so lovingly.

"Keep it up, kid. We gonna have dates and I don't mean maybe.

"I would kidnap that guy at the end of the table."

"Great sulfuric Chollipees! Get an apple."

"If I have seen him dressed up real nice and going with Virginia."

"Listen kid. I know someone who was a Goshed a Girl. Safety First."

The flowers that bloom in the spring, iris is.

If you want to see big husky men running around, what you should visit Joe DiGii's Elementary F. E. class. The great fellows are real husky men, turbo-stomach, and dizziness. And they look so cute, my dear. Here of late Joe has let them play Farniey in the Dell and had them trained to play for the girls. He promises them that maybe they can play cowboy and indian when they get older. Won't he be fun Whoopee.

Last year's members of the faculty went equestrian and the riding acad-emy blossomed because of the patron-age of the pads. Now a new hobby has been introduced as the most desirable. It is called the riding squadron. A prime necessity should visit Joe Digi's Elementary F. E. class. The great fellows are real husky men, turbo-stomach, and dizziness. And they look so cute, my dear. Here of late Joe has let them play Farniey in the Dell and had them trained to play for the girls. He promises them that maybe they can play cowboy and indian when they get older. Won't he be fun Whoopee.

Continuing

Our One-Cent Specials

Cash and Carry

Every Day This Week Except Saturday

MEN'S SUITS, cleaned and pressed...

PANTS, cleaned and pressed...

OVERCOATS, cleaned and pressed...

LADIES' PLAIN DRESSES, cleaned...

LADIES PLAIN LIGHT WEIGHT COATS, cleaned and pressed...

The same quality work and Guarantee of Satisfaction, as at...
A WORD ON THE TEACHER'S MEETING

The annual meetings of the Southern Division, Illinois Stated Teachers' Association have established traditions of excellence of which we, as prospective teachers, may justly be proud.

It is seldom that Southern Illinois sees a presentation containing such highlights as Dr. Will Durant and Dr. Lyman Bryson. We cannot but admire a positive pride in knowing that our campus is to be the scene of distinguished educational leaders. In extending them a welcome we are in the belief that they symbolize the limitless possibilities of the teaching profession and our educational system.

WHY NOT WIN A PRIZE?

Up to the present time the contribution box for the Mu Tau Pi journalistic contest is being sadly overlooked, and students have been extremely slow in responding to the invitation to submit editorials and news-stories.

If students have any bashfulness in submitting articles for the contest, may we impress upon them that such an attitude is hardly justifiable. Everyone who enters the contest has a chance to win prizes of two dollars and fifty cents. Those who do not win are not subject to any unpleasant publicity, and the experience is certainly valuable.

Many articles submitted by students may disclose a journalistic ability hitherto unrecognized on this campus. Such opportunity of displaying one's originality deserves more than merely a passing thought.

A NEW FREEDOM

There has been a new recent development in our curriculum whereby textbooks are not required in certain courses. Although this is the result of altered outlook rather than a mere expedient to meet a present need, to a student whose financial budget constantly refuses to balance, this policy relieves the pressure to some extent.

We have one of the best libraries to be found in any college of our kind and size. It offers a wealth of material of greatest value through research into the organization of personal information; text books seldom excite. Where scholastic investigation can be made to take the form of avid and enthusiastic thirst for individual accomplishment, the use of a text book is superfluous.

This new freedom in the methods of study recognizes the value of such departures from the limits of a text book. It can, of course, be employed only in certain fields, and in its success there must depend upon the reception extended by the students.
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Between the Lines

By B. M. G.

The suave sprite
Of honor shows
His handwork
In sundry ways,
In divers sorts
Of fine displays
According to
The way he feels
And he is late
On sunny days
We've seen him issue
Forth on wheels.
Conservatism!
Ah, no more!
We find you as
You were before,
Thou field!
We laugh to see
Your skeleton
Rood into
The distance on
A bicycle.
O what a sight
It is to see
The pedaling profs
Of pedantry
We never thought
That they would do it
But since they have,
Here's Power to it.
If we may offer
A thought
The exercise
Make the physique
Athletic,
But, judging from
A brief survey,
The whole thing looks
Well, shall we say
Pathetic?
Thus, high on a
Bicycle seat
We find assembled
The crew.
And why?
Nobody knows.
But everyone, dearie,
Stands back and lets
The faculty
Ride by.

Campus Opinion

In an inquiry of students' speculations as to possible success of a literary magazine on the campus, there was a surprising eagerness to write revealed. But although most of the students who were queried volunteered immediately to write for such a publication, they discouraged the undertaking in its financial phases.

Graves is Enthusiastic

Rachel Graves was almost completely enthusiastic. "Oh, I think it's splendid!" she exclaimed, "I'd like to write for a magazine myself, and I think there would be plenty of people who would contribute. Maybe, I can't start it just out of a quarter, but I see a thing like that; it would be a success financially, too. And if it were published about once a term, I think students would support it."

The idea's grand," Elsie Stepph commented. "Let's of us students who'd contribute their poems and essays, I'm sure, for not the magazines wouldn't sell. You know, though, I do think there might be an extraction of the Egyptian to print the same kind of work that the magazine would.

Came Foster offered his services to insure the success of the magazine. "The English teachers would buy them, and that would help, or, you know, they'd give them away. They'd be sure to be popular then."

Stearn Endorses Idea

Louis Beards, a member of the Poetry Club, saw tremendous possibilities in such a magazine. "There are so many students who do write—especially good poetry—that it, it seems they should have recognition. And you'd think that the rest of the students would like to see a collection of the work their friends do. I can understand that unions would hesitate to start such a thing now, but perhaps in a year or two, I think we would succeed."

Their assignment cards. It takes the most ingenious means of extraction to extract two of them every term.

Who climbed through the window of the country club house and unhooked the door so that the may go on the other night. Brave soul, he deserves some kind of decoration.

And ask Pat Randell how much they realized on that dance. How some girls can afford so many hats. I've counted one senior girl in this school wore eight different hats the first eight chances of the term. I'm thinking if she's going to keep it up.

If you remember that old song we used to hear at Peerless carney, the text goes that way "Mabel, Mabel, won't you please pull down the blind?"—and if you don't think a certain house on Nol- Ave, ought to lend it.

What made Jack Granum change Margaret Huelin to propose to the old girl the night and if it were possible to anything to do with a letter I received this week.

How two girls on this campus ever got the idea that George Powe had an inferiority complex. Observation: We admit it too his classmates but that isn't one of them.

Or Dr. Porock will ever realize hearing to get too advanced French student's touch to have a bridge party in French.

Just what was in the boy's mind when he wrote a paper on his life in Egypt but he asked me to have one in it.

The Sphinx Knows

Everyone who were white shows on the last day of spring get them reinstated, and—spring is a new child of any passing out since the reunion.

We old people who are such things as our younger ways are becoming aware that we linger over the urgent urge to chance on the tastes and what not, and the wiser sophisticates who have succeeded us aren't either. This is an

(Continued on Page 6)
Large crowd expected to witness fifth annual bouts.

Finals in the fifth annual boxing and wrestling tournament staged in the college gymnasium tonight at seven-thirty o'clock. The preliminaries have been unusually interesting and considerable interest has been displayed throughout the elimination series. If doe holds, this year's tournament will be the largest in the history of the event.

A regulation ring has been constructed on a raised platform in the middle of the gymnasium and is in such a position that the spectators can be seen from any part of the gym.

Gym Team to Appear

The gym team is by an exhibition of tumbling and parallel bars after the wrestling matches. There will be five wrestling matches, of which Willing Miller will battle for time advantage or a direct fall. The six boxing bouts will follow the gym exhibition. There will be three minute rounds to each bout.

In the 115 lb. wrestling division, B. E. McEwen of the Wildwood of Thebes boys will be fresh. William Hansen of the High School boys will battle for a chance to win. Fawk's will grace the 125 pound class. Hansen is a sophomore and a shifty wrestler. Batcher, with no one to study, is a good handicapped.

Pater and Upton Meet

In the 135 pound division, Grant Smith and Upton, of the college will meet in a match where the rules of the game will move up a step. He will receive Luther Upton of St. Louis, defending champion of the 135 pound class.

Ralph Liles of Benton, runner-up last year in the 145 pound division, will wrestle Mike Sorensen of West Frankfort. Both are sophomores.

Concluding the wrestling program will be the 160 pound scrap in which Gus Long, a freshman, and Russell Dossen will fight it out on the mat for the crown of Ernie Dossen who won by unanimous decision.

Four Champions in Boxing Bout

The boxing bouts will end four defending champions, Davol, Larson, Smith and Miller. Blankenship and Randall were run-up last year.

The first bout on the card will throw together Frank Blankenship of Murphysboro, a junior and Clifford Brands of West Frankfort, who will appear as a freshman. Both men are aggressive and quick like Longing.

Clifford Devol of Dowell will fight John Moore of Granite City in the 135 pound class. Eaton was the right to meet the new champion of the division, Castle Moore, one of the leading men in this weight. Eaton, being the aggressor, will fare on sufficient points to win from the new champion in the scheduled three rounds.

John Lamy came back in the third round of his match to win a technical knock-out over Paul Smith after both knocked each other in the first round. "Pat" Randall will meet Lamy in the semi-finals and Brand will meet a fairly easy decision over the stubborn John Brewer when he was awarded a technical knock-out in the second round. Lamy is defending his 135-pound crown.

In the middle weight division Paul Tripp will try to hold the pound crown when he meets Emil Wispine in the fourth boxing bout of the evening. The lighter weights this year will see two new champions, Marion Grasakowitz of West Frankfort and James O'Malley of Fairview pitted against each other. O'Malley played center for Martin's football team last year. Grasakowitz is fast and aggressive.

Glenn Miller, co-champion in the lightweight division, will defend his title against John Kanash, a freshman from West Frankfort. The match promises to be exciting and full of thrills this year. Students must present their ticket to identify themselves if they wish to take advantage of the twenty-five cent rate. Otherwise the bouts will cost thirty-five cents.

First Track Meet with Cape Indians, April 7

Practice made difficult by adverse weather conditions.

Carbondale track men are still forced to plow up and down the race track in order to get a bit of condition for the track meet. Adverse weather conditions continue to keep the clay track soggy on the heavy sections and the small, fast sections.

The high jumping pit is filled with water and the runway is broken through. These conditions coupled with the loss of fourteen letter men, will make it difficult to whip a team into shape for the first meet of the season held April 7 at Cape Girardeau.

The trackmen have not had a dual meet in the last three years and have been forced to hold the meet indoors. New members will also be initiated.

Carl Wright's place in the sprints will be taken by Bob Stidham. Erle and Cross. Captain Davidson, Travels and Wimerley will probably run the relay and far distances. Wimerley will take the mile and two mile event and in the Little Nineteen meet, although not represented by an entire team.

Carl Wright's place in the sprints will be taken by Bob Stidham. Erle and Cross. Captain Davidson, Travels and Wimerley will probably run the relay and far distances. Wimerley will take the mile and two mile event and in the Little Nineteen meet, although not represented by an entire team.

Carl Wright's place in the sprints will be taken by Bob Stidham. Erle and Cross. Captain Davidson, Travels and Wimerley will probably run the relay and far distances. Wimerley will take the mile and two mile event and in the Little Nineteen meet, although not represented by an entire team.

Carl Wright's place in the sprints will be taken by Bob Stidham. Erle and Cross. Captain Davidson, Travels and Wimerley will probably run the relay and far distances. Wimerley will take the mile and two mile event and in the Little Nineteen meet, although not represented by an entire team.

Carl Wright's place in the sprints will be taken by Bob Stidham. Erle and Cross. Captain Davidson, Travels and Wimerley will probably run the relay and far distances. Wimerley will take the mile and two mile event and in the Little Nineteen meet, although not represented by an entire team.
Delta Sigma Epsilon

Formal initiation ceremonies were held Sunday night at the chapter house when the following pledges were taken into the sorority: Betty Jones, Christopher; Jullia Jackson, Vienna; Mary Ellen Clady and Mary Joelle Brown, Carbondale; and Virginia Chapman, Herrin. Prior to the initiation, the pledges passed through the customary “probation week.”

The engagement of Joanne Lowry, Belleville, and Theodore Thompson of Carbondale was formally announced at a luncheon given by Hazel Boshart, Belleville, during vacation. Miss Lowry, who was graduated from the two-year course in 1931, has been a member of the Delta Sigma Epsilon since her matriculation here in 1929. Mr. Thompson received his degree from S. I. T. C. in 1931, and has been teaching in the high school at Dongola since his graduation.

Although no definite date has been set for the wedding, it probably will take place early in June.

FIFTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING OPENS TOMORROW

(Continued From Page 1)

Oneth, Obit, will direct a chorus selected from the choirs of Southern Illinois high schools. Dr. Boyson of California will probably present an address on “The Challenge of the East.” Although audiances in this state are unfamiliar with the lectures of Dr. Boyson, favorable comments from the western and eastern cities serve as a sufficient recommendation for this lecturer.

Special Session Held

Special sessions will be held throughout the meeting at which a number of the college faculty will speak, Mr. W. O. Brown, Miss Mary Estenminger, Miss Esther M. Power, Mrs. E. E. Matthes, Dr. R. A. Scott, Dr. O. B. Young, Dr. T. W. Abbott, Mr. R. E. Muckley, Miss Mary S. Hawkins, and Miss Mary Crawford will be among the speakers.

A joint dinner of Phi Delta Kappa, honorary education fraternity, and Kappa Phi Kappa, of which there is a chapter on the local campus, will be held Friday at noon at Anthony Hall. Mr. Flemm W. Cox of the Geography department is chairman of the committee arranging this affair. It is thought that a number of prominent educators will attend the dinner.

ANNUAL EGYPTIAN DINNER

It is thought that a number of prominent educators will attend the dinner. It is thought that a number of prominent educators will attend the dinner. It is thought that a number of prominent educators will attend the dinner. It is thought that a number of prominent educators will attend the dinner. It is thought that a number of prominent educators will attend the dinner.

NORMAN T. T. C.


LITERARY SOCIETIES

CHOOSE PLAYS FOR SPRING PRODUCTION

(Continued from page 1)

IN THE LEADING ROLES—An excellent interpretation of Sutton Vane's "Outward Bound" was offered by Zetetic society with Jane Rose Whitley, Betty Parr, Miss Ahard Bailey, and Marc Green in the leading parts.

The Sophistic entertainment committee this year included Henry Hilt, chairman; Rhoda Mae Baker, Virginia Ramshel, Pauline Cates, and Georgis Sneider. Mr. Hilt is president of the organization.

Bill Adams, George Bradley, Mary Ellen Woods, Lillian Sistler, and Jane Rose Whitley comprised the Zetetic committee. Mr. Bradley was recently elected president of the Zetetic society.

Miss Julia Jonah, dramatic supervisor of the college, will coach both plays.

CHORAL CLUBS FILL EIGHTEEN PARTS IN MUSICAL PLAY

(Continued from page 1)

The instrumental arrangements for the musical were written by St. Andrew's Orchestra. Dr. Bruce Anderson, Mr. Ralston, Mr. Webb, and Miss Stevenson, have appeared in various capacities. For the opening, Mr. McIntosh and Miss Jonah will give, the cast should insure an accomplished, successful presentation of the operaetta.

Costuming has not yet been provided for, but the rules allow unlimited opportunities for elaborate dress. The naval officers (to say nothing of the Mikado himself), of course, will appear in full regalia, and the fairies and the pirates will add the romantic and colorful touch. Miss Lulu Roach of the Art department will supervise the costuming and the making of the sets.


Paul McRyo’s Orchestra

TEA DANCE

Wednesday, March 29th
ST. ANDREW’S PARISH HALI
404 North Mill Street
4:00 to 6:00 O’clock
Admission 25c

Paul McRyo’s Orchestra

TEA WILL BE SERVED

ANNOUNCING . . .
A NEW LINE OF LADIES’ HOISERY
Crystal Sheer De Velle Chiffon Hosiery ... in all the new Spring shades

69c $1.00 $1.35

J. V. WALKER & SONS

SPOKESMAN SERVICE STATION
RED CROWN and Red Crown Ethyl Gasoline, Tex-Via and Polarsine

TELEPHONE 224

S. S. MULLINS, Jeweler
Located over Fox’s Drug Store—Exclusive Watch and Jewelry Repairing—Engraving and Stone Setting—Quick Service at Moderate Prices

NEW SPRING AND SUMMER FOOTWEAR
For Both Men and Women $1.88 and $2.88

PEOPLE’S SHOE STORE

FOX’S DRUG STORE—Your Walgreen System
More for your money. If you want to cash a check, write a letter, meet a friend, or rest a while, come in. You are welcome.

SPHINX
(Continued from Page 4)

Dear Sphinx:

I understand that you are a female (and a lady) and so have a woman’s intuition. I need your help. Up to now I thought I was somewhat of a Don Juan. I thought I had these, and them, and everything else that women wants (and more). For six months I have looked, longed, and waited for someone that appealed to my baser nature. But as every one knows here at Sino they are very few, very, very, very far between.

The other day I saw her. She is in my fourth hour History class and Mr. Wrigth. As far as I can find out she is from Belleville and has a Delta Sip. Her first name is Margaret. But she won’t give me a tumble. What am I to do?

Artistically,

Poor Little Boy.

Dear Boy:

What is there a man left who appeals to his “baser nature”?” If there be such a man I’ll perk him up. You are indeed unique. Why, the girl probably doesn’t understand you; she may think you’re some kind of a prehistoric animal. For you’d advise a complete change of policy—of course. I don’t know the one you’ve been pursuing, but whatever it is, change is in order. If you’ve been gallant in this History class III, try being indifferent. If you’ve been indifferent, try being rude. If you’ve been rude, well, use your own brain. Anything to get across to that girl that although you are smitten, you know your way around.

Personally, I think she’s a lucky babe. And here, faint heart, take hope. I’ll let her think so, too.

Wistfully,

THE SPHINX.

P. S.: If my advice fails, please send me your picture. You sometimes, you know, might depend on that.

Two awards of $2.50 each to the winners of the prize editorial and the prize news story.

Two awards of $2.50 each to the winners of the prize editorial and the prize news story.

Costume Jewelry
Watch Bands and Novelities, Quick Service on Watch and Jewelry Repairing

Mrs. S. S. Mullins
Located at BUZZEE—Florist—West of Normal